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This Quick Guide to US Taxes for Nomads is written for people who donâ€™t enjoy reading about

taxes.If you want to live and work abroad you need to figure out how taxes back home in the US

apply to you â€“ and this guide helps you do exactly that.Without all the legalese and financial

jargon, and without handing a big chunk of your hard-earned money over to a tax professional

without knowing what youâ€™re getting into, this book gives you a simple understanding of US

taxes for nomads.It is specifically written for freelancers, (digital) nomads, budding solopreneur or

other location-independent workers. It is not meant for established small business owners or high

earners.What you can do to save thousands of dollarsUS Taxes for Nomads will guide you through

the steps you can take that can save you thousands of dollars in taxes and penalties.If you are

planning to become a nomad or already are location-independent, and are unsure how US taxes

apply to you, this book is for you!
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There can't be a subject that is more important and more boring at the same time than taxes. Vahle

does a wonderful job of writing in easy layman's terms. I hate taxes but this book really defines the

solid points and issues that nomads and expats need to know. As I read the book, my mind would



come up with questions and they were always answered in the next paragraph or two. The

examples are easy to follow and the book really defines many options that an expat may fall into.

There is also great advice on what to do about your state taxes which no one can overlook. I also

brought some of my questions to a licensed tax professional and their answers matched what Vahle

said in this book. I think this book over delivers on quality information for taxes and traveling/living

abroad. Do not overlook this valuable resource. Good luck.

As a US expat since 2013, I've struggled with the changing tax laws and have paid more than my

share to tax consultants. After all was said and done, I spent more paying for tax planning and

consulting than I saved from their advice. This book lays it all out in clear language for anyone

working abroad or just enjoying the digital nomad lifestyle.The approach to tax planning is very easy

to follow, starting first with a primer on US expat taxes and then working through all the expenses

and deductions you can take to save money on taxes. I learned enough from the book that I'm

confident I can do my own expat taxes and save money doing them.

While remote-working, nomadic lifestyles have become more common in recent years, the

resources for these types of workers have been relatively limited. Thatâ€™s why Vahleâ€™s book is

a valuable resource, which can help you set up your financial and administrative aspects BEFORE

you leave the US. Things like keeping as US phone number and mailing address will save you

many headaches. Taxes are never fun and the last thing you want to worry about while you are

traveling, but this book breaks it down very practically.

This books makes a dry topic so much easier to read. There is no unnecessary fluff and it covers

topics especially for nomads where it is usually difficult to find good info. A very useful book for

nomads!
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